
 

Team Academy GV2 Pro Information 
 
Here's some of the stuff I had researched and you guys had told me: 
-washers under the rear for anti-squat 
-shaved chassis for more Ackerman steering 
-AE's top gear shaft... slipper shaft 
-Hpi O rings 
-inverted bladders 
arms, caster blocks, hubs, and a front bulkhead.  
I have extra stock shock towers because I have the Diggity 4mm graphite towers on my 
car. 
 
3 hole 1mm Academy pistons (part number ST-T88) drill outs 
 
Gearing: 
FTR: 
17.5 - 74/33-35 
10.5- 83/20-22 
 
Shocks 
DTXC9729 for the rear. Same length as stock shock shafts at 50mm long. 
DTXC9727 are in the front and are 44mm long (stock is 40mm long so I use 3 or 4mm 
shock tubing on the outside of my shocks and it works perfectly. 
 
Duratrax part # DTXC9729 
Traxxas #2362 shock rebuild kit. 
 
In the Traxxas rebuild kit I use the o rings, e clips, and the shock bladders flipped. I used the stock shock 
piston and the stock washer. I ended up using one more tiny shim to take up the left over space between the 
piston and the e clip. 
 
I added 30wt oil in the rear and the shocks are smooth as can be with no air in the shocks. The new 
Traxxas bladder is a little thinner and allows me to add just a little more oil and have nice pressure as the 
shaft comes up about 50% of the way when totally done. I'm super happy with this setup. Just need to run it 
Saturday to make sure the Traxxas o rings won't leak too much but I'm sure it will be fine. My shocks are 
set at 103mm overall length. 
 
Now I will redo the front shocks with the titanium shafts I have for it. They are 4mm longer than stock 
which is fine since alot of guys are turning the front shock ends out 3 turns which is about 3mm longer 
anyways. I'm thinking if I use the short shock end and the new longer shafts I should be right on the money 
length wise. 
 
Reason I did this hopup is to have longer lasting shock shafts that don't get as scratched up and willstay 
smoother for a longer period of time. Also no one that I know has done it either. 
 
DTXC9727 44mm front titanium shock shaft 
I used the same setup as the rear shocks except for the shock shaft. I used the short shock bottom and then 
used a 4mm spacer on the outside of the shock and it came out perfect. 
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Kyosho 4wd front shock shaft=gv2 shock shaft (fr) 
 
Other brand parts/mods: 
HB D4 axle fits on dog bone. Use shrink wrap over the pin. Set screw inaccessible  
You can use KYOSHO part#'s UNIVERSAL KIT - UM510 and PROLINE AXLE - 
UMW502 for now if you are having problems with breakage. 
 
The RB5 top shaft is a direct replacement with a couple things ....  
you'll have to shim the gear so its centered on the idler gear...  
and use a body reamer to open up the hole on the right side case so-  
the Kyosho brass spacer rotates without hitting the case...  
but its dialed. 
 
Bearing sizes: 
They are all 5x10 but the 4 steering bearings (4x8) and the 2 outdrives (10x15) the center 
diff bearings 2 (5x8) and 1 spur gear bearing (10x15) 
- 
8x 5x10 
5x 10x15 
4x 4x8 
2x 5x8 
plus 4ea 3/8x3/16 if you’re using b4 front rims 
 
 
SPEEDTECH TURBO ADAPTER: 
Precision spur gears (48p) 
65-70T spurs 
 
Xenon pinions 
30-35T pinions  
 
Turnbuckle sizes: 
1.65”---42mm x4 
2.04”---52mm x2 
2.36”---60mm x2 
 
Set-Up tidbits: 
 On a smooth (flats) and bumpy (jump faces) track like that I would do like everyone 

else has mentioned...go up in oil slightly and more importantly move the top of the 
rear shocks out, that will make the car 'spring' over the jumps and through the 
bumps.....our latest track is pretty bumpy and since I moved my rear shocks out I 
don’t hardly notice the bumps anymore....I went up in oil all around 32.5F and 27.5R 
compared to 30 and 20 I usually run. Works good. 

 
Here's my synopsis of the different MLPs: 
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narrow all around: The car really reacts quick, turns very fast (but tends to slide) and is 
responsive..... some would say this is a 'twitchy' setting, typically will start to traction roll 
on high speed/bite tracks 
 
wide F narrow R: Steering is mellowed out a bit, but still turns very well, rear end 
'tracks' the front, good for really high traction tracks....the rear being narrow still allows it 
to slide a bit. The front being wide wont 'dig' in so much and traction rolling is 
minimized. 
 
Wide F&R: The car is easy to drive, traction is consistent F to R, one doesn’t try to take 
the other over, balanced and predictable, I would start with this setting most of the time at 
any track. This setting will typically have more steering/corner speed....shocks my need 
to be stiffened slightly for proper dampening 2-5w in oil. 
 
Alberico In response: 
“MLP on the GV2 is really hard to make just one statement for. When changing this it 
makes the arm longer and the shock geometry as well as the feel of the shocks (even the 
angle on the shock tower). It also changes all the camber angles. 
 
With that said, the Wide MLP doesn't make the car wider it changes a bunch of angles 
and setting just in one setting. On the GV2, I would have to say the narrow arm set up 
will keep the car flatter, so a initial quick reaction and it would quickly go back to it's 
standard stance. This is good for point to point or tracks with lots of 180's or loose tracks. 
On the tracks I race on are more high traction and more flowing, which means you need 
more center corner steering and need the rear end of the car to "Carve" turns. This is 
where the wide MLP front and rear is best, the front for better middle turn response and 
the rear for better on power steering.” 
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SET-UPS: 
 
Front 
3hole 1m pistons drilled to #56 with 35 wt associated oil, Academy white spring, long 
bottom shock end unscrewed 3 turns. No limiters. 2-b mounting position. Long MLP. 
27.5 kick up. 2-b camber link, with 1m ball stud washer. arms level. steering blocks in 
the down position. 
Rear, 
3hole 1m pistons drilled to #56 with 25wt Associated oil, Academy white spring. 2-b 
mounting position, no limiters. 2-b camber link with 1m inside ball stud washer. 2* anti 
squat 3*toe-in. bones level. Short arm MLP. (30wt oil might be a tick better the 25) 
 
Panther super soft Switch 2.0 tires with trinity bomb 1 insert on pro-line wheels for the 
rear, pro-line 8176 m3 fronts with kit foam. 13x2 geared 21x83. 
------------------------ 
Front 
camber 3 - C 2 #4 AE washers under the ball stud 
steering - stock rack with one #4 washer on the spindle 
MLP - narrow 
Shocks - 3-hole pistons 57's 30wt Losi black academy springs 
shock at middle hole in arm, middle in tower 
27.5 aluminum caster kick up, stock droop (just below level) 
 
Rear 
3 degree's of anti-squat (AE .030 washer under front holder) 
camber 2 - B no washers 
shocks unscrewed 1 turn, 3-hole 56's 20wt Losi white academy springs 
shocks mounted outside in arm and #3 in tower 
MLP narrow 
 
Novak 7.5 'lite' geared 80/23 GTB 4-coast brake stock rest 
Protek 4000 lipo + 1mm stainless plate for weight (weighs 4.5oz.) 
Run the slipper as tight as traction will allow, tons of forward bite 
AE wheels F/R- Pink Tapers, Pink 3 rib prescrubs bomb 1 foams...flame and sauce with 
zip free 
 
Jumps excellent!!!!, very predictable on/off throttle. Lovin it 
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Alberico 
 
Front: 
Academy 1 hole pistons 27.5 wt losi white springs 
shocks mounted inside hole in arm and middle in tower 
camber 3 - c with 3 #4 washers 
one washer under the ball stud on the steering rack 
MLP wide 
1/2oz weight added in front of the steering rack 
27.5 degree caster block but with shims behind the rear mounting srews to make it 30 
degrees (make sure to use flexable washers that will bend to the keyed bulkhead. 
 
Rear 
Drilled 55, 55, 56 pistons with 25wt. or kit 2-hole pistons with 30wt white springs (the 
drilled pistons gave the car a little more pack, other than that felt the same) 
shock mounted middle in arm and #2 in tower 
camber 2 - b with one #4 washer under the bulkhead ballstud 
MLP wide 
I was running 1.5 degree anti-squat but recommend 2 
 
------------------ 
Newland v2.0 
 
Front 
camber 1 - A 1 #4 AE washer under the ballstud 
steering - stock rack with 1 #4 washer on the spindle 
MLP - narrow 
Shocks - 3-hole pistons 57's 30wt losi black academy springs 
shock at middle hole in arm, middle in tower 
27.5 aluminum caster kickup, stock droop (just below level) 
 
Rear 
3 degree's of anti-squat (AE .030 washer under front holder) 
camber 2 - B no washers 
shocks unscrewed 1 turn, 3-hole 56's 20wt losi white academy springs 
shocks mounted middle in arm and #2 in tower 
MLP narrow 
 
Novak 7.5 'lite' geared 80/23 GTB 4-coast brake stock rest 
Protek 4000 lipo + 1mm stainlessplate for weight (weighs 4.5oz.) 
Run the slipper as tight as traction will allow, tons of forward bite 
AE wheels F/R- Panther Clay witches F/R bomb 1 foams...wash and spray with motor 
spray a heat before 
 
With the changes it still jumps awesome(maybe a tick better) but enters and exits turns 
quicker, the front link enters the turn and the rear shock let it roll through the middle 
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faster and it has a ton of forward bite on exit. 
To date the best my car has felt, and the track was slick compared to normal  
 
 
Alberico 2 
 
Front 
shocks: Academy 1 hole, 30 wt oil, white springs 
shocks mounted inside hole in the arm, middle in tower 
camber 3 - c with 3 #4 washers 
27.5 deg camber with washers under the back screws to make it 30 deg 
3/4 OZ weight in front 
MLP wide 
one washer under rack for bump steer correction 
 
Rear 
shocks: drilled 55, 55, 56, 30 wt oil, white springs 
shocks mounted #2 in tower and middle in arm 
camber 2 - b with one washer under the bulkhead ballstud 
MLP wide 
 
Newland 12_24 set up change: 
 
FR camber link 3/b 
MLP long 
long shock ends 
 
R shocks 2/b 
MLP long 
link 2/b 
25wt oil 
2' anti squat 
short shock ends unscrewed 2 turns 
22mm ride height 
pink tapers up front stk foam 
clay panther switch 2.0 bomb 1 
B4 front wheels, ACD rear wheels 
6.5 light geared 19/83 
car weighs 1577 grams 
fastest lap 14.5 q'd with a 20 5:04 with 2 so/so laps 
 
The biggest change was the MLP....made the car really turn but still stable, moving the 
rear shock up a hole gained some more side bite, moving the rear link out a hole took 
alittle mid-exit steering away and stabilized the rear end out of turns 
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NC-Hopsing Steve Butts big loamy track 
 
front:  
camber link 3-B 
Black ACD springs, 
3 hole 1mm pistons with two holes drilled to 56 with 32.5 Losi oil 
shock mounting 2-B, 
lower shock mount unscrewed one full turn 
arms level, 
1 deg neg camber, 
0 toe, 
1/4 ounce in front of rack, 
27.5 alum. kick up 
MLP narrow. 
 
 
rear: 
camber link 2-B 
White ACD springs 
3 hole 1mm pistons drilled to 56's with 22.5 losi oil 
shock mounting 2-B 
arms level 
.5-1 deg negative camber 
3 deg toe 
stock 2 deg anti-squat 
MLP narrow 
1/2 ounce right in front of trans 
Gearing 83-22 
4200 nimh cells 
 
I put this setup on before I went to the track, and didn’t change anything the whole day. It 
was plenty fast through the corners. Had good forward bite and was real predictable. The 
only change I may make is to tighten up the hole size on the piston and lighten the oil in 
the rear so I can keep the same "feel" but have it "pack up" a little quicker so that it 
doesn’t bottom out as easy on the big jumps. 
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Ryan Tubbs 
 
FRONT: 
3 hole 56’s 
30 wt. (Losi) 
Orange Losi springs ~One coil cut off~ No Limiting 
Unscrewed 1 ½ turns 
2-B (no washers) (Bulkhead to caster block) 
2-B Shock Position 
-1 degree Camber 
½ degree toe in 
Narrow (A) on the arms MLP 
¼ oz weight under bulkhead 
 
REAR: 
3 hole 56’s 
27.5 wt. (Losi) 
Pink Losi springs 
2-B (no washers) (Bulkhead to hub carrier) 
2-B Shock Position 
-1 degree Camber 
2 deg. Anti Sq 
Narrow (A) on the arms MLP 
1 oz weight behind battery 
 
Tires: 
Pre scrubbed 3 rows / Pink / Full rear stock foam 
Taper pins (Worn almost bald) Bomb 1 
ACD Wheels front & Rear 
 
80 spur / 21 pin. Fantom 12x3 / 4200's 
20% drag brake 
 
The car is so good. 
Track is clay, small / tight, good traction / smooth to bumpy (27.5 kickup=dialed) 
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